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Distributed software 
architecture
The current architecture (e.g. 
onboard software development) 
is not ready for the transition 
to offboard software 
development with the increased 
current complexity: only by 
transforming the focus and 
partnerships in this area, the 
shift to SDV will success. 

Decentral accountabilities 
To successfully transform it is 
necessary to have a dedicated 
team and executive to oversee 
the transformation and to drive 
progress along all value chain 
segments. 

Traditional business focus 
New business models are 
required in order to maintain 
competitive. Dedicated adapted 
hardware, sufficient usage of 
driver data and adaptable 
software to the buyers needs 
harbor a lot of potential with the 
right partners and drafting 
of new business models.

Heavy ramp-up 
investments required
Immense investments to 
transition engineering 
processes as well as software- 
related functions (e.g. AI or OTA) 
cause ramp-up challenges. 

Unaligned regulatory support 
The markets EU, US, and China 
offer different conditions 
regarding over the air 
updates, cyber security 
and autonomous driving. 
Understanding  the impacts of 
the new homologation processes 
is hard.

Limited customer buy in 
Consumers reluctance to 
absorb the costs of new 
offboard updates and to 
get familiar with the new 
uprising technologies limit 
automotive players motivation 
to shift their product portfolio. 
Additionally concerns around 
the #cybersecurity can arise 
and stop the transformation. 

Dynamic partnership 
landscape 
Partnerships are required 
to share effort and scale fast, 
but the landscape of software 
companies targeting the 
automotive sector is highly 
dynamic making selection of 
right partners hard and therefore 
definition of new standards 
with community partners 
still a challenge. 

Uncertain paths for scaling 
As companies struggle to 
understand drivers, have 
limited visibility in tracking 
the progress. Nevertheless 
speed is essential when 
setting the course for software 
designed vehicles. 

Autonomous driving
ADAS, as the most demanding 
application, will increase vehicle 
and road safety, supporting the 
path to autonomous driving 
based on deep business, 
regulatory, and technology 
expertise. Alliances are beneficial 
to share development costs and 
gain speed. 

Power train and 
vehicle motion 
Proper strategies and 
operations ranging from 
the electric drivetrain with 
new cloud-based 
communication needs,  
AI-based battery health 
state prediction models to 
the energy and 
infrastructure network  are 
required for becoming 
viable and competitive.

User-centric experience
As control is shifting away from the 
manufacturer, giving the 
consumer a greater say in what, 
when, and how they receive their 
services, infotainment and interior 
solutions become the key points of 
contact with services ranging from 
location-based to remote feature 
unlock and upgrade requiring 
frequent software updates over 
the air.

Architecture core blueprint 
Facing increased complexity, 

well-designed concepts of the 
new SDV architecture at the 

logical and physical level and 
implementing their elements and 

interfaces are key to successful 
scaling operations.

Software-based
R&D and operations

Designing and developing 
cars has long passed the 

hardware era. New 
structures, powerful 

software platforms, more 
efficient methodology, 
continuous operating 

models, and governance of 
R&D are required to keep 

pace with the shortened 
time-to-market.

Data-driven and
connected services

Automotive players increasingly 
value sources of data direct from 

the consumers as a way of gaining 
competitive advantage. The shift to 

data-driven business models 
enables the monetization of data in 

the future mobility ecosystem 
around the connected vehicle as 

the central hardware pillar.
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ADAS: advanced driver-assistance systems


